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UNIX Pine Quick Tip: Sorting Your E-mails

In Pine, you can change the order in which your messages line up in your INBOX or any open "folder" of messages.

1. Open your inbox, or any other folder you wish to sort. Type $ for SortIndex.

2. Choose the method of sorting you want. Available choices include:
   
   S for Subject
   F for From
   C for Cc
   Z for Size

   Brackets will appear around the order in which your messages are currently sorted. "Ordered Subject" will group messages with similar subjects, then will arrange those groups of messages according to the date the message(s) were received. "Reverse" will reverse any of the above sorting orders.

3. Now your messages are sorted differently. If you wish to return the sort order to Pine's default, type $ for SortIndex and select A for Arrival.

   Note that this sorts the index view only. The messages themselves are not moved or sorted. Messages will appear in the original order the next time you open the folder.

If you need assistance with Pine, please contact the UF Computing Help Desk at (352) 392-HELP or by e-mail helpdesk@ufl.edu, or the NERDC Support Desk at (352) 392-2061 or e-mail consult@lists.ufl.edu.
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